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CBK meets to review benchmark rate

EXPERT COMMENT
ALY KHAN SATCHU

Trump turns the
volume “up to 11”

I

t’s been a “whirlwind’’ first week for President Trump.
The volume has been turned “up to 11” and the first week
reminded me of a 1984 movie Spinal Tap. The phrase “Up to
eleven”, was coined in a scene from the 1984 mockumentary/
rockumentary This Is Spinal Tap by the character Nigel Tufnel.
In this scene, Nigel gives the rockumentary’s director, Marty
DiBergi, a tour of his stage equipment. While Nigel is showing
Marty his marshall guitar amplifiers, he points out one in
particular whose control knobs all have a highest setting of
eleven, unlike standard amplifiers whose volume settings
are typically numbered from zero to 10. Believing that this
numbering increases the highest volume of the amp, he
explains: “It’s one louder, isn’t it?” When Marty asks why the
10 setting is not simply set to be louder, Nigel hesitates before
responding blankly again: “These go to eleven.”
What is even more curious is trying to sift the political
impetus behind the argument around ‘’fake news’’ and Trump’s
adviser Kellyanne Conway’s ‘’alternative facts’’ (facts which
can be established in an instant). The impetus seems to be
best explained by Steve Bannon, Trump’s chief strategist and
counsellor. “I’m a Leninist,” Bannon proudly proclaimed. “Lenin
wanted to destroy the state, and that’s my goal too. I want
to bring everything crashing down, and destroy all of today’s
establishment.” Bannon has been appointed to the National
Security Council.
In the first week of President Trump’s administration, he has
tightened border security and immigration, and is set to build
his cherished wall. The administration has even blocked entry
for some with bona fide Green Cards. Trump has withdrawn
from TTIP, pivoted to Taiwan, and had his Secretary of State lob
a few ‘’verbal’’ (for now) missiles at China. “We’re going to have
to send China a clear signal that, first, the island-building stops
and, second, your access to those islands also is not going to
be allowed.” Egyptian American businessman and Bloomberg
columnist Mohamed A El-Erian says Trump’s economic model
‘’is targeting higher growth and greater job creation using
what can be called an “import-substitution-plus” approach to
policymaking, together with elements of an industrial policy.’’
The above is not an exhaustive list but a snapshot. The
question then arises as to how Trump will interact with Africa.
President George Bush (much loved by Michelle Obama)
pushed the dial big-time for Africa especially with his AGOA
and PEPFAR programmes, and many Africans still remark on
the irony that Bush actually delivered more for Africa than
President Obama. Obama has cranked up “Power Africa”
amongst many other initiatives, US trade with Africa clocks
about $100 billion, half of China Trade with Africa, and in fact
Africa’s biggest trading partner is Europe. You would not know
that because the Europeans never mention that fact.
I found it interesting that the incoming US administration
saw fit to announce $418 million (about Sh43.47 billion)
weapons sale to Kenya earlier in January. Given the early
focus of this administration, I think this announcement is a big
signal about the shape of the Africa – Trump administration
engagement. We are back to a counter-terrorism focus. The
recent rehabilitation of Omar-al-Bashir (Sudan) is another
clue. President Jacob Zuma of South Africa is out of the loop
entirely for now after turning down an invitation to meet
with him in New York, when Trump was still campaigning and
considered a rank outsider. The US and its US AFRICOM has
been advancing rapidly across the continent. We can surely bet
the house that this advance will now be turned to 11 as well.
Kenya, like other countries in SSA, receives as much as 50
per cent of its inward remittances from North America. It is
estimated that more than half of our people in the US are not
properly documented. Scenes that we have witnessed over
the weekend at US airports does not bode well.
The Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs is the
key Africa appointment in any US administration. Names that
spring to mind are the likes of Chester Crocker, Jendayi Frazier
and Johnnie Carson. This sot has yet to be filled by Donald J
Trump, and will surely set the tone.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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CONSTANT MUNDA/ The Central Bank of Kenya’s top decision-making organ, the
Monetary Policy Committee, is meeting today review its stance on indicative interest
rates in the next two months. The meeting, held after every two months, comes amid
renewed pressure on the shilling and slowed growth in credit to the private sector.
In its previous meeting on November 28, the MPC retained the Central Bank Rate
at 10 per cent, arguing inflationary pressures were mild. The committee said more
conclusive information is necessary to take a decision on the impact of the election
of Donald Trump as US president. Analysts at Cytonn Investments said they expect
the MPC to keep the CBR steady as inflation is expected to remain within the targeted
2.5 and 7.5 per cent band. “The currency despite being under pressure can so far be
supported by the forex reserve and the standby facility from the IMF,” Cytonn said
in a note yesterday. “Economic growth might be delicate this year hence the MPC is
expected to maintain an expansionary stance.”
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Airtel refutes fresh
exit reports, pledges
long-term presence
The firm remains committed to business
and providing choice by further investing
in the rollout of 4G services, says its MD
CONSTANT MUNDA
@mundaconstant

Airtel Kenya is not among the African
units of the parent Bharti Airtel earmarked for sale this year, managing
director Adil El Youssefi has said.
Bharti Airtel’s chairman Sunil Bharti Mittal told Bloomberg News on January 19 that the giant Indian-owned
telco was considering mergers and sale
of stakes in some of its operations in 15
African countries.
The plan, Mittal said, was to make
the African business, which it acquired from Kuwait’s Zain in 2010 for
$9 billion (about Sh935.64 billion),
profitable.
The plan is part of a strategy to cut

Bharti’s massive debt, which stood at
$12 billion (about Sh1.25 trillion) last
September. Bharti’s African operations made a loss of $91 million (about
Sh9.46 billion) in three months ended September 2016, a 46.47 per cent
reduction from $170 million (about
Sh17.67 billion) a year earlier.
“The company remains committed
to competing in the Kenyan market
and providing choice to Kenyans by
further investing in the rollout of 4G
services in the next few months, and
the continued expansion of its network coverage to ensure consistent
delivery of quality and value for money services to its customers,” Youssefi
said.
Airtel is the country’s second-largest mobile network provider by coverage, with a market share of 17.5 per

cent as of last September after Safaricom which controlled 69 per cent
share. The telco announced on January
13 it would lay off 100 staff, bringing
the tally to 160 as 60 others were sent
home in January 2016.
“All the steps taken recently with
regards to human resources and infrastructure have been geared towards
getting ready to grow in the medium
to long-term, efficiently and sustainably,” Youssefi said.
Airtel has in the past accused Safaricom of abusing dominance, prompting the regulator to seek powers to
investigate the same.
Youssefi on September 8, 2015, said
the telco could exit Kenya’s market,
citing displeasure over the way the
Communications Authority of Kenya had dealt with issues it had raised
about Safaricom. The company reaffirmed its commitment to Kenya days
later. “Airtel is likely to exit Kenya if
the market structure is not addressed
in terms of dominance,” Youssefi had
said.
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